Otaku Studios
Chapter 8 – Cosplay Prom
Disclaimer: This is an original work. The characters are of my own creation; any resemblance to
other characters or people is merely coincidental. Please do not steal my characters and enjoy the
story. Please R&R
______________________________________________________________________________
Sitting in the apartment Daniel works on making up a new website for the studio. Taking a break
from the website he pulls up his e-mail and messenger. Just as he is about to return to work a
message from Mimi pops up.
Nekochan19: Hey!
DarkOtaku: Hey
Nekochan19: Got a question for you.
DarkOtaku: Shoot
Nekochan19: What are you doing next Friday?
DarkOtaku: *Raises eyebrow* Nothing why?
Neckochan19: My prom is next weekend and well the photographer the school hired sucks.
DarkOtaku: So you want me to take pictures for you then I take it.
Neckochan19: Well that, and my new boyfriend is kind of shy and I was hoping out could give
him some pointers.
DarkOtaku: So you want me to take your prom pictures and show your boyfriend how to make
you scream for more all night.
Neckochan19: Well in so many words, yeah I guess, but do you have to make everything so
dirty.
DarkOtaku: Yes I do Mimi and you love it. I have to get back to work just send me details on
what you had in mind for everything.
Nekochan19: Okies!
Nekochan19: Bye
DarkOtaku: Bye
Closing out of messenger Daniel went back to work, finishing the website he crawls into the bed.
Working over the next week he sets up the studio for Mimi's prom photo-shoot. Going though
his supply room off on one side of the studio, he pulls screens looking of the specific ones that he
was looking for. I know I've got a set of Tokyo screens in here somewhere. Finding the screens
he was looking for he installed them in the riggings. The following Friday, the day of the shoot
Daniel was doing a final check on the equipment when he heard the sounds of the elevator
opening down stairs as Mimi came across the intercom.
“Hey Daniel, we are here. We will be up in a couple of minutes.” Releasing the call button, Mimi
walks into the elevator shutting the gate.
“To lazy to take the stairs are we, Mimi? I am finishing the setup now I should be about done by
the time that old thing makes it up here.” Moving back to the cameras Daniel does a final check
and starts the powering on everything.

Looking around nervously holding the bags containing his tux and Mimi's dress, Mark looks
around the elevator nervously. “You sure this is ok, Mimi? Why couldn't we just gotten pictures
done at the prom itself?”
“Would you calm down, Mark. I am not getting crap pictures like last year, and Daniel is a close
friend and awesome photographer.”
“He just sounded kind of creepy over the intercom. I am just a little nervous about being in this
part of town anyway and that was a little much.”
Moving over to the elevator to Daniel over hears the two of them as they come up. Pulling open
the elevator as it comes to a stop her gives Mimi a hug and offers Mark his hand. “So I am
creepy am I; don't mind the location it isn't all that bad anymore. When I bought the building it
was hell but that was when they were damn near paying people to buy up the buildings. It is a lot
better now in fact I hear they are going to start putting in studio apartments around here to
revitalize the area.”
Shaking Daniel's hand Mark loses all color in his face and starts to look really uncomfortable.
“Uh, you heard that did you? I didn't mean anything by it or anything I swear. You aren't going
to kill me now are you?”
Sighing, Mimi smacks Mark upside the head. “Ignore him please Daniel, I am apparently dating
a retard. I told you to act normal for once Mark.”
Laughing to himself, Daniel leads them into the studio closing the gate on the elevator. “Go easy
on him will you Mimi, I think it is kind of cute. No Mark, I am not going to kill you. I am not
sure what you might have heard about me to make you think that, but in truth I am probably not
much older then you. I do this as a hobby I am mainly an electronics consultant, so that should
explain my creepy guy look I hope. But enough about me let’s get this shoot going. I only have
the one bathroom on this floor studio but Mark you are welcome to wait until Mimi finishes or
you can change out here. I am not expecting anyone else so you only have to worry about me
seeing you change.”
“Sounds good, Daniel. You boys don't have too much fun without me.” Giving Daniel a wink
she takes her bags and head to the bathroom looking back at them with a smile on her face she
shuts the bathroom door and locks it.
Either I am freaking out like usual or this is all too weird. “Uh, I guess I might as well change
out here, since knowing her she will be a while.” Picking up his bag Mark walks over to the bed
room side of the studio and sets his tux out on the bed.
Grinning to himself, Daniel flips on the bedroom cameras taking pictures of Mark changing. Not
bad, I wonder what he looks like without the pants though.

Forgetting that Daniel was in the room Mark starts to relax. Pulling off his pants he
unintentionally shows his ass off to Daniel and reviles the fact that he is a commando man.
Licking his lips Daniel stares at Marks ass. I don't think Mimi would mind me breaking him in
early. “So you are commando man.”
Spinning around at the sound of Daniel's voice looks shocked for a second. “Don't scare me like
that Daniel.” Realizing what Daniel is talking about, he hurries to cover himself.
Noting that not only does Mark have a nice ass but is larger than average Daniel gets up and
starts walking over to him. “No need to cover up Mark, we are just guys here. Think of it like the
locker room back at school.”
Thinking of the locker room for several seconds he blocks it out as he starts to get hard. “That
isn't going to work Daniel.”
Sitting on the bed next to Mark, Daniel watches his dick start to get hard. “Why not Mark, with a
dick like that I bet you make everyone jealous.”
“Can I trust you, Daniel?”
“With anything you feel safe telling me. I will never reveal anything unless you are ok with it.
Ask Mimi if you need.”
“That is ok I trust you. You feel like a safe person to me. To answer your question, I do but I end
up being shy and submissive a lot of the time, and well I am bisexual and the guys at school
know it. So I end up being the bottom in the shower and they all tell me how my dick is wasted
on a fag.” Mark looks over at Daniel as though the thoughts had really upset him.
“I know how that can go. Are they forcing themselves on you or anything?” Looking concerned
Daniel hugs the naked Mark close to him.
“No, nothing like that. They just make me feel like I am less of a person because I like men too. I
am afraid I won't be able to do anything for Mimi. I have only taken it I don't know what I am
doing, I don't know how…”
Kissing Mark deeply to quiet him, Daniel wraps his hand around Mark's dick. “I am going to
make all that better for you Mark. No one should feel that bad about themselves especially not
someone as hot as you.” Kneeling in front to Mark, Daniel takes his dick into his mouth sucking
on the tip. Getting into a rhythm he bobs up and down on Mark's dick, while he strokes it with
his hand.
Moaning, Mark watches Daniel suck his dick. “Oh god, that feels good. I didn't think I would be
on the receiving end of one of these. I don't understand why you are doing this for me though.”

Daniel pulls off his pants as he continues to suck Mark's dick. Pushing Mark back onto the bed
he makes sure Mark's dick is as slippery as he can get it. “I am doing this because it isn't fair to
have a dick like this and not use it properly. That and you are hot and I want some fun.”
Kneeling over Mark, Daniel sits slowly on his dick. Moaning as Mark enters him.
Moaning as Daniel himself onto his cock, he pulls Daniel down to him kissing him deeply.
“Your ass is so tight but if you want me to use it properly let me do the work.” Pulling Daniel off
his dick he puts him in a doggy style position and slides back into Daniel's ass. Enjoying the
feeling of being on top, Mark slams into Daniel as hard as he can.
Daniel moans loudly smiling as Mark slams into his ass. The kid fucks like a pro that is for sure.
“Come on Mark prove that you are a true man cum in your slut.”
Grabbing Daniel's hips Mark starts pounding into him harder. “I am going to cum in your ass,
Daniel.” Slamming into Daniel one last time, filling him with his cum, pulling out of Daniel
Mark pulls him up kissing him deeply sliding his tongue into Daniel's mouth. “Thank you for
that, Daniel.”
Kissing Mark back their tongues intertwined, Daniel pulls him into a close embrace. “You are
welcome Mark it was an honor to help you. But we should be getting dress Mimi is probably
about ready and she might get upset that we started without her.” Kissing Mark again gently he
pulls his pants back up.
Smiling Mark goes back to getting dressed. Finishing tying his bowtie he sits on the bed putting
on his shoes as Mimi comes out of the bathroom.
Mimi leaves the bathroom dressed up looking almost identical to Sailor Moon's Princess Serenity
and looks around for the boys. Walking around to the bedroom side of the studio she notices
Daniel stretched out on the bed and Mark just getting ready to out on his coat. “What the hell
guys. I have been in the bathroom for probably an hour and you two aren't even ready yet.”
Looking over at Mimi, Daniel just smiles. “We would have been done by know but I had to help
Mark with a little self esteem problem.” Looking at Mimi more closely then looking at Mark,
Daniel starts laughing.
Mark looks over at Daniel with a confused look as her starts to button up his coat. “What is
wrong with you?”
“Seeing Mimi just made me understand the main reason that she went to such an effort to
convince her parents to do the prom photos here. Let me guess Mimi suggest the type of tux that
would compliment her dress.”
Mimi turns away, blushing and giggling to herself. Damn I didn't think I was that obvious about
it.
Mark looks between the blushing Mimi and Daniel. “What are you talking about?

Daniel throws Sailor Moon manga onto the bed as he goes searching though the boxes in the
corner of the studio. “Well in case Mimi didn't tell you I am a cosplay photographer, as well
as…Well, we can get into that later. Seeing her in that dress and the tux you have on the scenes
make sense now. She is going for a Sailor Moon prom, with her as Princess Serenity and you as
Tuxedo Mask.”
Picking up the manga and looking though it Mark relives what Daniel is talking about and starts
laughing to falling back on the bed.
Looking upset by their laughing Mimi starts to storm of to the bathroom to change back and
leave. “I know it was a stupid idea but you don't have to laugh at me.”
Grabbing Mimi's arm Mark pulls her down to the bed next to him, kissing her gently. “We
weren't laughing at you babe. We were laughing because we didn't figure it out sooner.”
Pulling a top hat and a white mask out of a box Daniel hands them Mark. “Use those to finish it
off. He's right Mimi; the only thing that could be amounted to laughing at you is that I thought it
was funny that you didn't let me in on it. I could have helped this whole time if you would have
told me.”
Cheering up a little bit Mimi looks between the two of them. “So you don't think I am a silly
little girl?”
Mark puts on the mask and top hat looking at Mimi. “No you are my intelligent young women of
a girlfriend.”
Looking at Mark fully dressed Mimi Squeals and tackles him to the bed. “Tuxedo Mask!”
Daniel quickly pulls Mimi off of Mark. “No raping Tuxedo Mask until after the photo-shoot,
ok.”
Mimi looks sad as Daniel pulls her off of Mark, but almost instantly cheers back up. “Okies!”
Pulling Mark up off the bed she pulls him into the middle of the studio. “So where do you want
us?”
Twitching to himself Daniel follows them into the part of the studio. Moving behind them he
pulls down the first of the screens and moves behind the camera line. “Pose together, I will guide
you as we go. You want this to be a cosplay prom so pose in a way the characters would in a
formal situation.” Sitting behind the computer Daniel saves the pictures from him and Mark
earlier and opens a new folder for the current pictures.
As hours go by Mark and Mimi pose together in front of various screens. Daniel marking the
pictures that he thought were the best as he continued to take pictures. Occasionally taking
breaks Mark and Mimi would relax while Daniel would set up the next scene.

As they took the final break Daniel pulls out and his surprise for Mimi and starts to setting up a
replica Japanese shrine. “Come here Mimi, I have a surprise for you.”
Walking back into the main part of the studio Mimi squeals and jumps on Daniel when she sees
the shrine set up in front of the background screen. “I love it Daniel, thank you.”
Mark and Mimi posed for the final set of pictures in front of and around the shrine.
Taking the final pictures Daniel, saves the pictures and opens up another folder. “Now you can
rape Tuxedo Mask.”
Giggling Mimi lies down across the bed for a minute looking up at Mark. “Baby can you help
me out of this dress so I don't ruin it.” Standing up Mimi turns her back to Mark, so that he has
access to the zipper of her dress.
Unzipping Mimi's dress Mark helps her step out of it hanging it up in the corner of the studio.
Moving back to Mimi he watches her half naked body. Taking of his coat and tie he lays on the
bed next to her kissing her deeply.
Surprised that for once in their relationship Mark is being aggressive, Mimi smiles and kisses
him back their tongues intertwining. I don't know what he and Daniel did but so far I like it.
Sitting on Mark's waist Mimi leans in and kisses him again.
Running his hands along Mimi's back he unclips her bra pulling it off of her. Leaning up, Mark
nibbles on her neck as he massages her breasts.
Mimi pulls Mark close as he bites into her neck. “What has gotten into you Mark?”
Pulling Mimi closer he takes her bare breast into his mouth sucking on her breasts and nipples.
“Nothing, Daniel just showed me that I was a man, no matter how I was treated.” Rolling them
both over Mark sits over her waist as he removes his shirt.
Staring up at Mark with lust in her eyes, Mimi runs her hands along his bare chest. Pulling him
down to her she kisses him deeply again before unzipping his pants.
Standing up mark removes his pants kneeling over Mimi with his dick sticking out the front of
him.
Reaching out Mimi grasps Mark's dick slowly running her hands along the length. Guiding him
by his dick Mimi pulls his closer to her face. Gently she kisses the tip of his dick stroking the
length of it. Grasping it she guides it between her lips licking the length of it as she does.
Moaning as Mimi takes his dick into her mouth Mark runs his fingers though her hair, thrusting
farther into her mouth. Trusting slowly at first Mark picks up the pace slowly fucking Mimi's
mouth.

Looking up at Mark Mimi smiles around his dick as she continues to suck him.
Feeling mischievous Daniel kneels in between Mimi's legs removing her panties. Moving down
he starts licking her clit and pussy.
Moaning around Mark's dick she tries look down to see what Daniel was doing.
Realizing that something was going on Mark looks down at Daniel in-between his girlfriend's
legs. Smiling he watches Daniel as he continues to thrust into Mimi's mouth.
Pulling Mimi's thighs up Daniel buries his face in her pussy. Licking at her clit and pussy her
licks her juices from her.
Squirming into Daniel's face Mimi continues to moan around Mark's dick.
Leaning down across Mimi Mark pulls Daniel off her pussy. Taking his spot he starts licking her
juices in a 69 position. Thrusting into Mimi's mouth he moans loudly shooting his load in her
mouth.
As Mimi tries to drink all Marks cum, she moans loudly as he makes her cum too.
Rolling off of her, Mark lies on the bed next to Mimi staring at her naked body. Leaning in he
kisses her deeply as he slides his fingers across her body and into her pussy.
Daniel moves behind Mark reaching around him grabbing his dick. Rolling him over, Daniel
takes Marks dick into his mouth.
Moaning loudly as Mark fingers her Mimi looks over at Daniel sucking Marks dick. “Hey that is
mine. No fair.”
Feeling Mark became hard in his mouth; Daniel releases his cock and guides him to Mimi's
pussy.
Moving as Daniel guides him, Mark thrusts into Mimi. Pulling Mimi up into his chest he starts
thrusting deeply into her pussy.
Moaning loudly as Mark thrusts into her Mimi warps he arms around his neck. Digging into
Marks back as he thrusts into her at a faster harder pace Mimi begs for more.
Pulling out of Mimi Mark turns her over onto all fours and lines back up with her pussy
slamming back into her. Kneeling behind her he slams into her pussy making her scream for
more.
Moaning loudly Mimi buries he head in the pillow as she thrusts back onto Marks dick. “Oh god
baby, harder fuck me, harder.”

Pounding into Mimi, Mark grabs her hips and starts slamming into her pussy. Slamming into her
pussy a he shoots another load deep into her.
Moaning as she feels Mark fill her pussy, she collapses on the bed exhausted.
Lying on the bed next to her, Mark cuddles close to her. “I am sorry I couldn't do better baby.”
Kissing him gently she cuddles close to him, clinging to his side. “You did wonderful, Mark and
tomorrow I am going to ride my Tuxie all night.”
Smiling to himself as the love bird cuddle and talk over on the bed Daniel sits at the computer
working on the portfolios.

I hope you enjoyed the story so far. It has need fun writing it though at the same time draining.
Please a review or comment on the story or just shoot me an e-mail so that I know my work is
enjoyed.
______________________________________________________________________________
I hope you enjoyed the story. Please R&R or send me any comments. So I know if people enjoy
my work. E-Mail - alucard.nightroad@hotmail.com

